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The @mfaboston has returned a Late Imperial sculpture titled “Portrait of a Man” to Italy, from where it is believed to have been stolen during 
World War II. The restitution is an important result of cooperation between the United States and Italy.

Since the 2001 signing of the U S.-Italy Cultural Property Agreement, hundreds of artworks have been returned to Italy by the United States 
under similar circumstances, thanks to mutual goals to safeguard heritage, preserve the memory of the past, & fight illicit art trafficking.

Thanks to the many people and entities involved: @mfaboston @MiC_ltalia, working with the @_Carabinieri_ Command for the Protection of 
Cultural Heritage and American authorities, such as @ICEgov and @FBI.

Learn more https://www.mfa.ora/press-release/mintumo-head-return

How do you say IT? How do you #BelT? The term //Madelnltaly is synonymous with quality—but what other words exemplify Italian 
excellence?

"Benessere" ( Wellness, feeling good) is a hallmark of Italy's healthcare and wellness industries.

Learn more https://madeinitaly.goy,it/healthcare/

Normally, you have to cross an ocean to visit Italy, but in just two short weeks, you only have to cross the street! Join us on Saturday, May 14 
from 10 AM to 12 PM to experience beloved Italian culture, food, and music at the //EUOpenHouse.

Learn more euopenhouse.org
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The @mfaboston has returned a Late Imperial sculpture titled “Portrait of a Man” to Italy, from where it is believed to have been stolen during 
World War II. Since the 2001 signing of the U.S.-ltaly Cultural Property Agreement, hundreds of artworks have been returned to Italy by the 
United States in a joint effort to:

Safeguard heritage 
Preserve the memory of the past 
Fight illicit art trafficking

Thanks to the Museum and Italy's @mic_italia, working in tandem with the @armadeicarabinieri Command for the Protection of Cultural 
Heritage and American authorities, such as @icegov and @FBI.

: Portrait of a man; perhaps the Emperor Maximianus Herculius 
Roman, late 3rd-early 4th century 
Marble
'Samuel Putnam Avery Fund 
'Photograph © Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

Curated by Silvana Annicchiarico, 3CODESIGN focuses on the connection between Italian design and environmental sustainability—and it's 
now on display at the Italian Embassy ! Today, we're highlighting "My_Landscape" by @martalaudani_design, an object in the exhibit that 
exemplifies recycling materials.

In ”My_Landscape," life-like brass structures emerge from an irregularly shaped made of @keep__life, a composite material created by
binding the shells of hazelnuts, chestnuts, walnuts, almonds, pistachios and peanuts. Keep Life® is used to make furniture such as 
headboards, bookcases, and tables!

Located beside the beautiful Lake Lugano on the border between Switzerland and Italy, Monte San Giorgio is considered the richest fossil 
record of marine life from the Triassic Period. The fossils of ammonites, fish, crustaceans, including reptiles, insects and plants depict life in a 
flourishing tropical lagoon environment from over 230 million years ago

The Italian side of Monte San Giorgio, which contains the lakeside town of Porto Ceresio, was inscribed as a @UNESCOworldheritage site 
in 2010, while the Swiss side was inscribed in 2003. The two states put in place a joint management plan and strongly collaborate to 
protect this beautiful wooded mountain and its fossils, while ensuring accessibility for scientific excavations, paleontological research and low- 
impact tourism. Monte San Giorgio continues to be a critical asset to learning about Earth and the creatures that roamed before humans.

#UNESCOWorldHeritage //Italy //UNESCO //Italia //Explore //Beautiful //Travel //Fossils //ILikeltaly //MonteSanGiorgio //TriassicPeriod
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Photo alt text: Portrait of a man; 
perhaps the Emperor 
Maximianus Herculius 
Roman, late 3rd-early 4th century 
Marble
'Samuel Putnam Avery Fund 
'Photograph © Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston

Tag in photo: @EUintheUS

It is not in the feed's post Can we 
say which materials?
S-3 noting this has been updated! 
Tag in photos: @ltalyMFA
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[insert quiz sticker]
How expansive is the combined UNESCO site?

a) 2,440.54 acres
b) 2,691.82 acres (correct)
c) 2,982.86 acres
d) 4,312.71 acres

[insert creative]

Learn more about this @UNESCOworldheritage site! 
[repost Monte San Giorgio feed post to story]

From the 1800s to the 1990s, typewriters were a critical tool for writing out information quickly. Olivetti, a company based in Ivrea that 
exemplifies Italy’s SEtemallnnovator spirit, created some of the most advanced, high-performing typewriters in the world. Check out these key 
dates in history:

1911: The Olivetti M1—known as the first Italian typewriter—is unveiled at the World Fair in Turin 

1964: Praxis 64, the first Olivetti electronic typewriter, is released.

1978: Olivetti introduces electronic the daisywheel feature, increasing typing speed.

Despite the emergence of computers, the legacy of the typewriter remains through features such as the QWERTY keyboard!

Normally, you have to cross an ocean to visit Italy, but in just two short weeks, you only have to cross the street! Join us on Saturday, May 14 
FEED from 10 AM to 12 PM to experience beloved Italian culture, food, and music at the #EUOpenHouse.

Story 4

Story 5

Vintage Olivetti
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Facebook
The @mfaboston has returned a Late Imperial sculpture titled “Portrait of a Man” to Italy, from where it is believed to have been stolen during 
World War II. The restitution is an important result of the joint fight against the illicit trafficking of art, which is one of the pillars of collaboration 
between the United States and Italy.

Thanks to the Museum and Italy's @ministerodellacultura, working in tandem with the @carabinieri it Command for the Protection of Cultural 
Heritage and American authorities, such as @wwwlCEgov and @FBI.

Since the 2001 signing of the U.S.-ltaly Cultural Property Agreement, hundreds of artworks have been returned to Italy by the United States, 
cementing efforts to safeguard heritage, preserve the memory of the past, and fight art trafficking.

Learn more: https://www.mfa.ora/press-release/mintumo-head-return

Located beside the beautiful Lake Lugano on the border between Switzerland and Italy, Monte San Giorgio is considered the richest fossil 
record of marine life from the Triassic Period. The fossils of ammonites, fish, crustaceans, including reptiles, insects and plants depict life in a 
flourishing tropical lagoon environment from over 230 million years ago

The Italian side of Monte San Giorgio, which contains the lakeside town of Porto Ceresio, was inscribed as a @UNESCO site in 2010, 
while the Swiss side was inscribed in 2003. The two states put in place a joint management plan and strongly collaborate to protect this 
beautiful wooded mountain and its fossils, while ensuring accessibility for scientific excavations, paleontological research and low-impact 
tourism. Monte San Giorgio continues to be a critical asset to learning about Earth and the creatures that roamed before humans.

Italian ingenuity touches every corner of the world. Let's learn about some of the innovations in writing that can trace their roots back to Italy!

The modern newspaper In Ancient Rome, bulletins, known as Acta Diurna, were carved in metal or stone and posted in public places.

The italic typeset Initally intended to mimic handwriting, italics were created in Venice in 1500. Over time, their use evolved to today’s 
standard—emphasis.

The typewriter Olivetti, an Italian company based in Ivrea, produced some of the most advanced, high-performing typewriters in the world.

Normally, you have to cross an ocean to visit Italy, but in just two short weeks, you only have to cross the street! Join us on Saturday, May 14 
from 10 AM to 12 PM to experience beloved Italian culture, food, and music at the #EUOpenHouse.

The Embassy of Italy in the US 
3000 Whitehaven St. NW 
Washington, DC 20008

More details to follow at euoDenhouse.org.
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Acta Diurna, Virgil 
Aldus Manutius, 
Vintage Olivetti
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